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Find something you weren’t
looking for.

Kot Dunara, a place untouched by time, where history can be
felt by all your senses. Experience how the real people of
Rajasthan lived a century ago.
An intimate exclusive homestay in rural Rajasthan. Walking oﬀ
the beaten path, Kot Dunara opens up the unblemished
Rajasthan. We are an hour’s drive away from the nearest
airport and railway station at Jodhpur.

+91 9928 915098 | 9899 045233

enquiries@kotdunara.in

kotdunara.in

Address: Rawla Kot Dunara, Village-Dhundhara, Tehsil-Luni, District Jodhpur, Rajasthan, India 342801
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Quietly spreading over twelve hectares on the secluded banks of Rapti River, Barahi Jungle Lodge houses
a discreetly concealed family suite with private pool for an absolute getaway experience. The lodge offers more with
18-individual, 3-interconnecting and 5-duplex boutique huts and villas with private balcony to enjoy exclusive jungle
accommodation and breathtaking panorama of the river and the National Park. With its impeccable service and award
winning performance, Barahi Jungle Lodge provides sumptuous dining experience and various outdoor activities.

winner of
SOuTh ASiAN TRAvEl AwARdS
lEAdiNg ECO hOTEl / RESORT 2018 - NEpAl
lEAdiNg luxuRy hOTEl / RESORT 2017 - NEpAl
lEAdiNg ECO hOTEl / RESORT 2017 - NEpAl
lEAdiNg wildlifE hOTEl / RESORT 2017 - NEpAl & SOuTh ASiA
selected by CNN Travel
NEpAl'S TOp 5 RESpONSiBlE BOuTiquE hOTEl - 2017

www.barahijunglelodge.com

Andrauli, Meghauli, Chitwan, Nepal T. +977 56 695447 E. jungle@barahi.com • Kathmandu Sales & Reservation Office: 143 Bhupi Road, Naxal, Kathmandu T. +977 1 4411113, 4415735, 4429820, 4410480 E. bjl@barahi.com
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Ceo’s Note

From the ceo
Dear Partners,
Rajasthan pulsates with life and colour, giving the lie to the
imagery of bare endless stretches of sand that the word
‘desert’ evokes. Here is a state that for decades has been one
of the biggest attractions for tourists to India. Our summer
edition of Inspiring Journeys is a celebratory tribute to the
wonderland that is Rajasthan.
Our Cover Story ushers you into a world of new thrills, novel
experiences, and rich glimpses of an ancient culture…all of
which will light up your passage home with sweet recall.
Feel the thrill of heart-stopping rides on camelback till you
come up against the brilliant yellow of an imposing fortress
that dazzles like gold in the sun. Ready yourself for the journey
to a destination par excellence on the western edge of India.
Join in the spirit of Rajasthan as it celebrates three of its
famous festivals, each unique in its own way – one an exotic
camel fair, another an unforgettable treat of soul-filling Sufi
music, and the third, a stimulating literature festival.

There is no place quite like Rajasthan. The call of the ‘land of
kings’ is an invitation to you to raise a toast to the hospitality,
valour, and buoyant spirit of its people.
With warm regards,

To whet your appetite further is food that is both innovative
and traditional, and distinct in flavour for its use of ingredients
peculiar to it.
Travel the enchanting Royal Rajasthan circuit to explore the
cultural and historical treasures that lie scattered all across
this extraordinary state.
The Guest Column, written by our naturalist, helps you
discover the astonishing beauty and diversity of wildlife and
birdlife in the great deserts of the Thar.

Amit Prasad
Chief Executive Officer,
Le Passage to India Journeys

To see the world in a grain of sand, and to see heaven in
a wild flower, hold infinity in the palm of your hands, and
eternity in an hour.
– William Blake
If you would like additional information about the articles published, please contact us at corporate@lepasspagetoindia.com
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Cover Story

RAJASTHAN –
THE DESERT BLOOMS
The word ‘Rajasthan’ (Land of the Kings) is evocative of so many elements in the Indian
imaginary – deserts and sand dunes, warrior kings, fortresses, palaces, havelis (mansions),
miniature paintings and frescoes, textiles, crafts, traditions of exuberant music and dance, and
of storytelling, varied cuisines, festivals and fairs, and novel modes of transportation. Jaipur,
Jodhpur, Udaipur, and Jaisalmer may be the most well-known, and perhaps most frequented,
cities of this colourful and fascinating state, but there are innumerable other cities, each replete
with rich historical detail and nostalgic tales of valour. So vast is the canvas across this state of
Rajasthan, that it is practically impossible to enumerate or describe each location within it. We
attempt to bring you here a representative sample of Rajasthan’s rich heritage.

Chittaurgarh Fort
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The work of angels, fairies and giants… built by titans
and coloured by the morning sun… he who walks through
it loses sense of being among buildings. It is as though he
walked through mountain gorges.
– Rudyard Kipling’s description of Mehrangarh Fort
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FORTS

Rajasthan’s imposing fortresses stand testament to the power and
independence of the Rajput princely states that flourished in the
region from the 8th to the 18th centuries.

The six majestic hill forts in Chittaurgarh; Kumbhalgarh;
Sawai Madhopur; Jhalawar; Jaipur; and Jaisalmer are
together inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
Enclosed within the walls of the forts, some of which are up to 20
kilometres in periphery, are palaces, temples, and major urban
and trading centres that often predate the fortifications. Some of
the civil and military centres within have survived, as have many
of the temples. The forts use the natural defences offered by the
landscape: hills, deserts, rivers, and dense forests. They also feature
extensive water harvesting structures, largely still in use today.
Within these ‘fort cities’ there grew an elegant and extravagant
courtly culture that supported learning, music, and the arts,
all made possible because of a long history of royal patronage.
Rajasthan’s mighty forts were built, not only to protect the defence
garrisons but also to preserve the architectural and cultural glory of
the ruling Rajput clans over several centuries.
The 700-acre Chittaurgarh Fort in the Mewar region rests atop a
180-metre-high hill and was originally built by the Maurya kings
between the 5th and 8th centuries CE. It was occupied for some
800 years by the Rajputs, with periodic Muslim invasions. Hence,
the abundance of Hindu, Jain, and Islamic constructions within.
The legendary battles fought here give Chittaur its aura. It housed
70,000 people in its heyday, and faced three sieges, during each
of which the women and children committed jauhar, i.e., selfimmolation, in the face of defeat and dishonour.

Perched at over 6,233 feet amidst the Aravalli Hill ranges, is the
spectacular Kumbhalgarh Fort which was built by Rana Kumbha
of Mewar in 1448, and was occupied up until the 19th century. It
is the birthplace of the legendary Mewar ruler Maharana Pratap.
Kumbhalgarh was conquered only once by the armies of Mughal
Emperor Akbar, helped by the kingdoms of Amer and Marwar.
Its walls extend for 36 km and it towers at a height of 3,600 feet,
affording sweeping views of the dusty plains; inside are precipitous
stairs leading to corridors, courtyards, and pavilions.
Ranthambhore Fort (Sawai Madhopur) is situated almost exactly
at the meeting point of the Vindhya and Aravalli Hill ranges in
the Dhundhar region. Believed to have been built in 944 CE,
Ranthambhore is considered one of the strongest forts in the
country. Its strategic location helped keep the enemy at bay. The
climb up to the fort’s ramparts is worth the effort for the view from
the top of the Ranthambhore National Park and its three lakes.
The massive and dramatic Gagron Fort (Jhalawar) lies at the
junction of the rivers Ahu and Kali Sindh in Rajasthan’s Hadoti
region. Construction of the fort was begun in the 7th century CE,
with additions made in the 14th century. Gagron was controlled
successively by the Rajputs, Mandu Sultans, Khaljis, Mughals, Kota,
and Jhalawar. The fort boasts some gorgeous doorways, arches, and
pillars, and affords fabulous views from several vantage points.

Kumbhalgarh Fort
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About 10 km north of Jaipur, Amer was
the capital of the Kachhwaha Rajputs for
700 years (1037-1727). Amer Fort, the
stronghold of the kingdom, is situated
atop the city, straddling the hillside. The
stunning architecture consists of features
such as a beautiful red sandstone hall,
a colonnade of pillars, a brilliantly hued
archway, an elegant floral ceiling, and a
few temples.
A visit to Jaisalmer Fort offers the visitor
a blend of romance and adventure.
Built from yellow sandstone that seems
like blazing gold in the sunlight, the
uniqueness of the iconic fort lies in
the fact that it has been continuously
inhabited throughout its history. Standing
on a miniature hill the magnificent fort
is well protected: there is a retaining
wall at the bottom of the hill, a barricade
encircles the hilltop, and the citadel is
fronted by its legendary 99 bastions.
Many gates lead into the fort, while
winding stone-paved passages guide
visitors further inside the stronghold.
From the main square within, serpentine
lanes bustling with shops, hotels,
temples, restaurants, houses, and even
cattle, lead to different parts of the fort.

Kumbhalgarh Fort

Monuments inside Ranthambhore Fort

Inside Jaisalmer Fort

Amer Fort
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If you’re visiting Rajasthan and seeking accommodation of an exclusive kind, you will be truly
spoiled for choice. With its array of majestic palaces and beautiful, historic havelis — many of
which have been painstakingly and luxuriously restored — the land of kings offers a blend of
splendour, heritage, culture, and the finest traditions of hospitality that will meet the standards
of the most discriminating tourist or guest.
Heritage properties are not only the pride of Rajasthan but also a source of revenue for the
state through tourism. They showcase the immaculate craftsmanship of a bygone era and some
exquisite art and architecture.

PALACES

Umaid Bhawan Palace
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Rajasthan’s splendid palaces, too numerous to mention
each by name here, define the state. We present here but
a small selection of this vast canvas of royal heritage.

Cover Story

Umaid Bhawan Palace, Jodhpur
This magnificent construction, representative of the Indo-Saracenic
style of architecture, is made of sandstone and built without the use
of mortar. It was built by Maharaja Umaid Singh in the late 1920s. In
1977, his grandson, the erstwhile maharaja Gaj Singh, converted a part
of it into a hotel. Today, the palace is divided into three sections: the
royal apartments (closed to tourists), the heritage hotel, run by the Taj
Group, and a museum.
Rambagh Palace, Jaipur
Jaipur’s most famous hotel (run by the Taj Group) is the royal family’s
Rambagh Palace. Originally built in 1835, Rambagh Palace transitioned
from being the royal guesthouse and hunting lodge to becoming the
residence of Maharaja Sawai Man Singh II and his queen, Maharani
Gayatri Devi, in the early 20th century. Today, the beautiful heritage
property offers 78 superbly restored grand luxury rooms and suites,
once the royal chambers. The palace retains its ornate yet refined
splendour, showcasing embellishments such as hand-carved marble
‘jalis’ (latticework), sandstone balustrades, cupolas and ‘chattris’
(cenotaphs), and Mughal Gardens.

Samode Palace, Jaipur
Set among the Aravalli Hills, Samode has for long stood out in the
heritage hotel circuit for being exclusive, playing host to royalty,
celebrities, and artists, among others. A splendid example of regal
Indo-Saracenic architecture, Samode blends the finest of Indian and
Mughal styles. The 475-year-old palace, with its glittering mirrors,
intricate frescoes, antique wall murals, and windows with stained glass
mosaics, is a treasure-trove of some of the best-preserved art and
workmanship of the Rajput-Mughal era.
Diggi Palace, Jaipur
Diggi Palace was built in 1860 by Pratap Singh Ji Diggi of the erstwhile
ruling family of Diggi principality. In 1991, the palace was converted
into a heritage hotel and is famous today for hosting the Jaipur
Literature Fest. The two important Indian festivals of Holi (March) and
Diwali (October- November) are celebrated with much fervour here,
with traditional cuisine, dance and music. All guests are especially
invited to experience and participate in these festivities.
Taj Lake Palace, Udaipur
The majestic and magnificent Taj Lake Palace (formerly known as Jag
Niwas) is an eighteenth- century summer palace of the city’s erstwhile
rulers,
and is located on an island in Lake Pichola. Appearing
to
both rise from the waters and float on them, the Lake
Palace is the centrepiece of Udaipur – itself called
the ‘Venice of the East’ for its beautiful palaces,
serene lakes, glorious temples, and resplendent
gardens. The hotel has 65 luxurious rooms and
18 grand suites that afford spectacular views
of the neighbouring City Palace, Aravalli Hills,
Machla Magra Hills, and Jag Mandir.
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Morarka Haveli
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Havelis
Pretty much off the beaten track, Rajasthan’s Shekhawati region is
now gradually receiving attention, and attracting an influx of visitors
curious to see its famed frescoed havelis.
The origins of the haveli can be traced to the early 19th century,
when wealthy Marwari traders who had earlier moved to the port
cities of Bombay and Calcutta in quest of trade returned, either to
settle or visit; and began decorating their palatial ancestral mansions
with elaborate and exquisite frescoes. Scattered across thousands of
kilometres, hundreds of painted havelis sought to outdo one another
in opulence, colour, style, and story.

attire, and artefacts in stone, wood, and marble.
Sprawling mansions that they are, some of these havelis (with a hoary
past!) serve as ideal locations for film shoots. A few of them even
organise equestrian riding holidays and walking tours across the state.
The prosperous eighteenth-century trading town of Mandawa has well
over a hundred havelis, of which the most exceptional murals can be
seen in Gulab Rai Ladla Haveli, Bansidhar Nevatia Haveli, Sneh Ram
Ladia Haveli, Murmuria Haveli, Double Goenka Haveli, and Mandawa
Castle.

Today, these remnants of grandeur are one of Rajasthan’s bestkept secrets. No two havelis in Shekhawati are similar. The havelis
are justifiably famous today because of the painstaking processes,
involving different materials, layers, and techniques, in their creation.
The walls of each haveli have a story to tell. The brilliant murals on
the inner and outer walls, and the ceilings leap to life with intricately
rendered scenes from themes such as folk mythology, historical
events, religious ideas, erotica, and daily life. Often, the interior walls
are seen profusely adorned with mirrors.
Although private properties, several of these ancestral havelis today
have been beautifully restored to their former glory and transformed
into heritage hotel stays: Piramal Haveli, Roop Niwas Kothi, Dundlod
Fort, Morarka Haveli & Uttara Haveli, Ramgarh Fresco Hotel,
Sawalka Haveli, Alsisar Mahal (the site of the Magnetic Fields
festival), and Narain Niwas Castle; and into museums, mentionably,
Seth Arjundas Goenka Haveli, Dr Ramnath A Podar Haveli, and
Nandlal Devra Haveli.
These havelis offer rich glimpses of Rajasthani lifestyle – their musical
instruments, jewellery, miniature paintings, handicrafts, traditional

Fresco

Interior of a haveli

Seth Arjundas Goenka Haveli Museum
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NATURE & WILDLIFE

One generally associates Rajasthan, for the most part a desert, with camels and horses
– but hold on – it has its share of wildlife too! We take you through some of the state’s
national parks and wildlife sanctuaries.
Keoladeo Ghana NP, Bharatpur
Every year, thousands of migratory waterfowl birds, such as the green
sandpiper and cranes, visit the Keoladeo Ghana NP during the winter.
The park is one of the world’s richest, most fascinating and spectacular
bird reserves. Formerly known as the Bharatpur Bird Sanctuary,
Keoladeo is recognised as one of the world’s most important bird
breeding and feeding grounds. In the 1850s, it was a royal hunting
reserve used by maharajas and the British. In 1982, Keoladeo was
declared a national park, and in 1985 it was inscribed as a UNESCO
World Heritage Site. The park is home to over 370 species of birds,
and animals such as the basking python, deer, nilgai, and more.
Explore the park on either foot, cycle or rickshaw.
Desert NP, Jaisalmer
The Desert National Park is an excellent example of the Thar Desert’s
ecosystem and its diverse wildlife. An area of 3,162 sq.km was
declared a sanctuary in 1980 to preserve this fragile ecosystem. The
Desert NP comprises undulating sand dunes, jagged rocks, dense salt
lake bottoms, and inter-medial areas. The two biggest attractions here
are the highly endangered Great Indian Bustard, and the chinkara.
The other animals to look out for include the black buck, desert cat,
monitor lizard, spiny-tailed lizard, saw-scaled viper, and desert fox.
Birds include partridges, sand grouses, bee-eaters, bulbuls, and doves.
In the winter, migratory birds such as demoiselle cranes, common
cranes, Himalayan and Eurasian Griffon Vultures, Eastern Imperial
Eagle, and the Saker Falcon arrive here. Birds of prey include tawny
and steppe eagles, long-legged honey buzzards, falcons, and owls.
Sariska NP, Alwar
The Sariska Tiger Reserve, the first tiger reserve in the world to have
successfully relocated tigers, was declared a sanctuary in 1955 and
became a National Park in 1979. Visitors can look forward to this
wonderful elevated forest in the Aravalli Hills, teeming with wildlife

and birds. Sariska is home also to jungle cats, rhesus macaque,
sambhar, chital, and wild boar. Bird species include sand grouse,
harbour quails, and crested serpent eagles. The reserve is home to
over 220 species of birds with migratory birds from Europe, Central
Asia, and other regions. Go on a Jeep safari to fully explore Sariska’s
natural beauty, abundant wildlife, and exotic birdlife.
Kumbhalgarh WLS, Kumbhalgarh
The green tracts of the Kumbhalgarh WLS (2 km from the
Kumbhalgarh Fort) divide the regions of Marwar and Mewar. The
sanctuary’s diverse topography – with ranges that loom at nearly
3,500 feet and flowing rivers – only adds to its charm. The WLS is
home to wildlife such as four-horned antelopes, leopards, panthers,
jungle cats, hyenas, jackals, nilgai, sambhar, chausingha, chinkara,
hares and sloth bears. There’s a crocodile farm and birdlife at Thandi
Beri Lake. You can even observe the wolves here. Jeep safaris are the
best way to explore the WLS. The hilly terrain is ideal for trekking and
has some popular trails. Remember though, to always go accompanied
by a guide or forest guard.
Mount Abu WLS, Mount Abu
The sanctuary sprawls across 288 sq.km. It is a birdwatcher’s paradise,
with over 250 species of birds. Wildlife includes the leopard, chinkara,
sloth bear, wild boar, and langur. There are nature trails within the
sanctuary that make for lovely hikes.
Jhalana Safari Park & Leopard Reserve, Jaipur
Few know that Jaipur is an exciting wildlife destination too. An
initiative of the Rajasthan Government and declared a protected area,
Jhalana (a 15-minute drive from the centre of Jaipur) is spread over
an area of 24 sq.km, and is home to over 20 leopards. Leopards are
not easy to spot, because they are stealthy and shy. The small park is
immensely rich in flora and fauna, with the rocky Aravallis bordering it
on one side and a forest of evergreen and deciduous trees stretching

Note: NP - National Park | WLS - Wildlife Sanctuary

Monitor Lizard
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over its boundary. Jhalana is also home to the chital, nilgai, striped
hyena, desert fox, golden jackal, chital, Indian palm civet, jungle cat,
several panthers as well as a variety of snakes. The park is a bird
watcher’s paradise too, home to birds such as the peacock, Indian
Pitta, Dusky Eagle, Owl, Spotted Owlet, Indian roller, sikra, hawks, and
white-eyed buzzards.

Rajasthan is a compelling mix. Few other states perhaps in India
exude such flamboyance of character and joie de vivre which
transports the visitor to a world of romance and royal grandeur.
Welcome to this land of enchantment. Discover, explore, and
experience.

Leopard
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PARADISE ON THE WESTERN EDGE
The desert, when the sun comes up. I couldn’t tell where heaven
stopped and the Earth began.
– Tom Hanks

Sand dunes
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Jaisalmer, the ‘Golden City’ of Rajasthan, a sudden spectacle in the famed Thar Desert, is considered
one of the most romantic places in India, exotic for foreign as well as Indian tourists. The very name
‘Jaisalmer’ conjures up visions right out of an Arabian Nights fable.
This little remote habitation – remote for its location on India’s westernmost fringe – near the present day India-Pakistan border, was for centuries a trading outpost, through which trains of camels
journeyed across daunting desert terrain to Afghanistan and West Asia, laden with silver and cloth,
among other items.
In 1156, Rawal Jaisal, a Rajput ruler, founded the Jaisalmer of today and began the construction of a
fort here to which substantial additions were made by subsequent rulers.
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Jaisalmer Fort

Jaisalmer Fort
Jaisalmer Fort, immortalised as an ethereal
yellow-sandstone vision, is an iconic symbol
of the city. Rising like a castle from the sands
of the Thar, the fort is a breathtaking sight
– proclaiming its presence with a golden
glimmer in the sunlight. The uniqueness of
the ancient fort lies in the fact that, it has
been continuously inhabited by the people of
the city throughout its history.
On first sight from the outside, Jaisalmer’s
signature landmark looks small – a fragile
structure built on a miniature hill. It is only
when you approach it that you see how well
fortified it really is: there is a retaining wall at
the bottom of the hill; a barricade encircles
the hilltop, and the citadel is fronted by a
chain of 99 imposing bastions. The first of
the many gates that lead into the fort is at
Gopa Chowk. Winding stone-paved passages
guide visitors further inside the stronghold.
Hawapol, the last of the archways, opens into
the main square known as Dussehra Chowk,
which is right below the Rajmahal. From
here, serpentine lanes bustling with shops,
hotels, restaurants, temples, houses, and
even cattle, lead to different parts of the fort.
The many rooftop restaurants here are great
spots where you can enjoy the breeze and the
vistas out to the desert.
Beneath the ramparts of the fort, especially
INSPIRING JOURNEYS 2019 | 20

to the north, as one walks through the
old city, the narrow lanes suddenly reveal
here and there splendid havelis (traditional
mansions, ornately decorated), all built from
the same brilliant-hued sandstone as the
fort. No wonder Jaisalmer is described with
pride as the Golden City. The Jaisalmer Fort is
inscribed as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.

Rajmahal
Rajmahal is the palace of the former rulers.
It soars above Dussehra Chowk, the square
where the people of Jaisalmer would
assemble to meet their king. Rajmahal was
constructed over several generations and
has structures that are connected by low and
narrow passageways, evidently a protective
measure against invaders. The main building
dates back to the 19th century and is noted
for its lattice work.

Jain Temples
The seven Jain Temples inside the fort are all
carved in yellow sandstone and were built in
the 15th-16th centuries. The most striking of
these is the Parsvanath Temple. The entry to
it is through a carved torana (an ornamental
archway seen in Hindu, Buddhist, and Jain
architecture) with an image of Parsvanath
(one of the 22 Jain saints known as
teerthankaras) at its summit. The mandapa

(a porch-like structure through a gateway)
is a spectacular structure. Its ceiling has a
sculpture that depicts a demon-like head with
five bodies. As you walk around gazing up at
the ceiling, the head seems to connect in turn
with each body!
In the tiny Gyan Bhandar, under the
Sambhavanath Temple, hundreds of antique,
priceless palm-leaf manuscripts and paintings
are preserved. The Rishabhdev Temple has
beautiful sculptures, especially those of the
apsaras (beautiful celestial maidens) on its
pillars. The other important temples are
Chandraprabhu, Shitalnath, Shantinath, and
Kunthanath.

Patwon-ki-Haveli
Complex
The merchants of Jaisalmer built some of
the most lavish and opulently decorated
residences in the region, using yellow
sandstone. The striking feature of these
havelis is the intricate jaali (trellis) work,
incorporated to allow ventilation.
The biggest and most remarkable of the
havelis is the Patwon-ki-Haveli, a series of
five houses adjacent to each other, built by
five Jain brothers in the first half of the 19th
century. The houses are perhaps the last truly
outstanding Indian edifices, constructed with

Destination

barely any trace of European influence.
The multi-storeyed havelis are constructed
in the traditional style of rooms set around a
central courtyard. Some vestige of exquisite
paintings remains on some walls, while
graceful jharokhas (a type of overhanging
enclosed balcony typical of the architecture
of Rajasthan) open into the courtyard or the
street.
The havelis boast good ventilation and are
built entirely from stone, which picks up heat
very slowly even in the searing sun of the
desert, thus keeping the interiors cool.
Two of the havelis are government-run; a
ticket grants you access to a few of their
empty rooms. Another haveli has been
converted into a crafts shop which sells
brocades and embroidered textiles. Yet
another haveli is a private residence. The
privately run Patwa Haveli Residential
Gallery is worth a visit.

Sandstone bas-relief, Jain Temples

Patwon-ki-Haveli

Gadisar Lake

Camel Safaris

Originally called Ghadasisar, this tank – the
source of water for Jaisalmer – is located just
outside the city. Gadisar Lake was created in
the 14th century by Maharawal Gadsi Singh
to collect precious rainwater. Today, the Indira
Gandhi Canal supplies water to the lake,
ensuring it never runs dry. Gadisar Lake is a
tourist attraction and a popular picnic spot.
A domed pavilion stands in the centre of the
water, and a series of similarly built pavilions
and shrines line the lake.

A trip to Jaisalmer would be incomplete
without a visit to the vast Thar Desert. You
can camp here, enjoy exhilarating camel
safaris, or spend the crisp cold of the desert
evenings sitting by a bonfire under the
magnificent canopy of the desert sky.
A camel safari is an experience comparable to
no other. You can take a Jeep to the glorious
Sam Sand Dunes, 41 km west of Jaisalmer.
About two kilometres long, the silky dunes
are among the most picturesque and popular
in the region. Explore the area for an hour or
more on camelback and return to your camp
or hotel. Alternatively, you can choose to ride
for several days, accompanied only by a camel
driver and the most basic provisions!
Jaisalmer continues to inspire storytellers,
be it through cinema or through still images
and books. One of the several films made
with Jaisalmer as the centre of their stories is
Sonar Kella (Golden Fortress). This celebrated
film in Bengali was made in 1974 by the
internationally acclaimed director and OscarAward recipient for Lifetime Achievement,
Satyajit Ray. Sonar Kella is based on his own
novel of the same name and was shot in
Jaisalmer, catapulting it to global fame.
Heed the call of the camels! Come and
experience the romance and adventure of
this Sonar Kella!

Gadisar Lake
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Mehrangarh Fort and Jaswant Thada

ROYAL RAJASTHAN
India | 11 Days / 10 Nights
Route: Round-trip from/to Delhi
Type of tour: Culture, history
Departure day: Saturday
Validity: 1 October 2018 to 31st March 2020

TOUR OVERVIEW

DAY BY DAY

Rajasthan – literally ‘Land of Kings’ –
conforms to a popular ideal of romantic
India, boasting more maharajas’ palaces,
camel treks and colourful festivals than
you could experience in a lifetime coupled
with Agra, once the heart of the Moghul
Empire, boasts the unparalleled beauty of
the Taj Mahal which adorns the banks of the
Yamuna River.

DAY 01 | ARRIVAL DELHI BY FLIGHT & DRIVE
TO MANDAWA (SHEKHAWATI REGION)
(APPROX. 240 KM/6 HRS)
Arrive at Delhi International airport. After
customs formalities walk out of the main exit
gate where our representative will meet you.
Traditional welcome with garlands, followed
by drive to Mandawa.
Lunch at local restaurant (ENROUTE).
Mandawa is the gateway to the Shekhawati

Humayun’s Tomb, Delhi
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region of Rajasthan, where every home bears
exquisitely painted wall murals. Admire the
beautiful murals in the magnificent havelis
(mansions) lining the streets of Mandawa.
Of particular interest are the Saraf haveli,
the havelis of Chokhani and Ladia, the
double haveli of the Goenkas, and the
Binsidhar Newatia haveli. If you are on your
honeymoon, this is a great destination to
make your special stay simply unforgettable.
Upon arrival check in at the hotel.
Enjoy Cultural Dance show.
• Dinner and overnight at hotel.
DAY 02 | MANDAWA – BIKANER (APPROX.
195 KM/4 HRS)
Breakfast at hotel & proceed for sightseeing.
Visit the magnificent Mandawa Haveli.
Admire the detailed work and intricately
painted walls of this place. Some of the other
popular havelis in the area are the Hanuman
Prasad Goenka Haveli, Goenka Double Haveli,
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TOUR HIGHLIGHTS

Jhunjhunwala Haveli, Murmuria Haveli, Gulab
Rai Ladia Haveli, and Mohan Lal Saraf Haveli.

MANDAWA: Mandawa offers great
historical delights. Hardly a surprise that
the destination is described as ‘an open
art gallery’.

Later drive to Bikaner and upon arrival lunch
at hotel.

JAISALMER: Situated in the Thar Desert,
Jaisalmer lives up to its description as the
‘Golden City’. All the more so, when the
sun rays light up the desert sands and the
historical yellow fort stands like a golden
citadel dominating the skyline of the city.
JODHPUR: The city’s slow paced life is
punctuated with the strong presence of
the Indian Army’s activities, which gives
it a contrasting feature.
UDAIPUR: The sunsets are a sight to
behold against the backdrop of the lakes
and stunning architecture of the city
– Udaipur truly justifies the sobriquet
‘Venice of the East’.
PUSHKAR: The tranquil city of Pushkar
is one of the oldest and holiest cities in
India. The word ‘Pushkar’ means lotus
flower, which is said to be the seat of
Brahma, the Creator in the BrahmaVishnu-Siva trinity in Hinduism.
JAIPUR: Admire the ancient town
planning system of vaastushaastra and
visit Amer Fort. The centuries-old bazaars
abound with rich traditional textiles,
handicrafts, and exquisite gemstones.
AGRA: Agra is synonymous with the Taj
Mahal, the most iconic symbol of the
rich history of the city which was once
the capital of the Mughal Empire.
DELHI: Discover the long and fascinating
history of the cosmopolitan capital city
with its rich array of monuments.

Later in the afternoon, visit Junagarh Fort,
Suraj Pol or sun gate, Ganga Golden Jubilee
Museum, and Bhandsar Jain Temple. The city
is bolstered by imposing walls and has a 16th
century fort housing old palaces, temples,
and a mosque. Founded by Raja Rai Singh,
the fort is distinguished by its long range of
37 pavilions, a line of balconies, and aerial
windows of varying designs. An enormous
arched doorway leads to the Joramal temple.
The royal chapel is Har Mandir where royal
weddings and births were once celebrated.
Visit a stall selling Desi Namkeen (savoury
snacks) of Bikaner .
• Dinner and overnight at hotel.
DAY 03 | BIKANER – JAISALMER BY SURFACE
(APPROX. 330 KM/5-6 HRS)
Breakfast at hotel & depart for Jaisalmer.
Lunch at local restaurant (ENROUTE).
Post Lunch proceed to Jaisalmer.
Situated in the Thar Desert, Jaisalmer is truly
the ‘Golden City’. All the more so, when the
sun rays light up the desert sands and the
historical yellow fort stands like a golden
citadel dominating the skyline of the city.
At night, when countless stars twinkle
upon the serene desert, it’s easy to see
why Jaisalmer is like a place right out of the
Arabian Nights. The romance of the desert
aside, the city charms you with traditional
dance performances, irresistible culinary
delights, warm hospitality of the locals and a
myriad other elements.

INCLUDED
TOUR GUIDE:
• French-speaking accompanying
guide as per the program
ACCOMMODATION:
• Ten nights on twin sharing basis as
indicated on a bed, breakfast, and
dinner basis
MEALS:
• Breakfast, Lunch, and Dinner in all
the hotels
TRANSPORT:
• Air-conditioned transportation
ENTRANCE FEES AND ACTIVITIES:
• Portage of luggage at the airport
only
• Entrance fees to monuments and
places of visit. (Single visit)
• Rickshaw ride in Jaipur (02 people
per rickshaw)
• Cultural dance show in Mandawa
• Camel safari in the desert followed
by Rajasthani dance show & Dinner
• Boat ride at Lake Pichola Udaipur
WITH OUR COMPLEMENTS:
Welcome with Garland upon arrival
Daily mineral water (02 bottles per
person per day) in the car
• Farewell gift upon departure
•
•

NOT INCLUDED
•

Upon arrival check in at the hotel and relax.
•
•

•

•

•
Jain Temples, Jaisalmer

Items of a personal nature such as
laundry, table drinks, telephone
bills, tips for boys, drivers, guides,
personal clothing, including sleeping
bags, etc.
Any domestic air fare
Visa fees for India must be paid and
paid directly by the clients. Check
the VISA rules carefully with your
nearest Indian embassy or mission
before applying for an Indian visa
Travel and health insurance to
organise and pay directly by the
customers
Airport taxes and fuel surcharges,
subject to change without notice. All
meals (except breakfast), drinks, tips,
personal expenses
Everything that is not mentioned in
the column
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Street in Jodhpur

Enjoy the sunset and views of Jaisalmer Fort
and Lake Gadisar from sunset point at Vyas
Chatri (cenotaphs).
• Dinner and overnight at hotel.
DAY 04 | IN JAISALMER
After breakfast proceed for sightseeing.
Visit to Fort, Manak Chowk, Lake Gadisar,
Nathmalji-ki-Haveli, Patwon-ki-Haveli, Salim
Singh-ki-Haveli, and Jain Temples.
The seven Jain temples in the Jaisalmer Fort
date back to the 12th and the 15th centuries
and beautifully complement the Thar Desert
in the background; just like the fort itself.
Dedicated to the Jain Teerthankaras (spiritual
teachers), these temples are of immense
religious significance and are pretty similar to
the Jain temples of Mount Abu.
First visit Jaisalmer Fort. Also known as the
Golden Fort, the UNESCO World Heritage
Site inscribed Jaisalmer Fort is among the
world’s largest fully preserved fortified cities.
Built atop the Tirkuta hills, this huge fort has
plenty of sightseeing attractions such as a
royal palace, Jain temples, Laxminath Temple,
massive gateways, and havelis (palatial
mansions) built by wealthy merchants of the
era. So, plenty of history here!
Built in the Rajput-Islamic style of
architecture, the enormous Nathmal-ji-kiHaveli served as the residence of the city’s
prime minister. Eye-catching paintings and
splendid animal images adorn the walls and
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pillars. Two gigantic elephant statues made
of yellow sandstone seem to guard the
entrance.
Picture a group of five small havelis with a
golden façade and you get Patwon ki Haveli.
Built over a span of 50 years, the havelis are
adorned with fine Rajput-style mirrorwork
and paintings. One of these havelis is
now a museum that displays interesting
antique furniture and striking ornamental
pieces which reflect the skills of the expert
craftsmen of the era.
Savour masala tea, a specialty of Jaisalmer.
Lunch at the hotel.
Late afternoon, enjoy a camel safari in the
desert followed by Rajasthani dance show &
Dinner at Sand Dunes (KHURI).
A camel safari is the most interesting way to
explore the desert around Jaisalmer. Most
camel safaris last up to 3-4 days. Experience
the stark solitude and the beauty of the sanddunes, and enjoy scenes such as tiny fields of
millet, girls picking berries, and boys herding
flocks of sheep or goats.
• Overnight stay at the hotel.
DAY 05 | JAISALMER – JODHPUR BY
SURFACE (APPROX. 285 KM/5 HRS)
After early breakfast at hotel, depart for
Jodhpur.
Lunch at local restaurant (ENROUTE).

Post lunch drive to Jodhpur.
Jodhpur is a popular tourist destination,
featuring several palaces, forts, and temples,
all set in the vast landscape of the Thar
Desert. It is well connected to the rest of
Rajasthan by airways, road, and rail links.
Jodhpur basks in the rich history and heritage
of the state and is located on the fringes of
the great Thar Desert. The city was founded
in 1459 CE by the Rathore rulers.
Later in the afternoon visit the Mehrangarh
Fort and Jaswant Thada Cenotaphs. Visit
the 5-km-long Mehrangarh Fort situated
on a 125-metre-high hill. This is one of the
most impressive and formidable structures
in Rajasthan. Within the fort are some
magnificent structures with meticulously
carved panels, latticed windows or ‘jharokhas’
with evocative names. Later visit the Jaswant
Thada, a cluster of royal cenotaphs in white
marble built in 1899 CE in memory of
Maharaja Jaswant Singh-II.
Check in at the hotel.
• Dinner and Overnight at Hotel.
DAY 06 | JODHPUR – UDAIPUR BY SURFACE
(APPROX. 275 KMS/6 HRS)
After early breakfast at hotel, depart for
Udaipur.
Enroute, visit the Ranakpur Jain Temples.
The Jain temples of Ranakpur were built
in the 15th century and are situated in the
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lovely Aravali valley. The town is named after
Rana Khumba, the legendary warrior king
of Udaipur. Its surroundings are peaceful
and picturesque .The Ranakpur Jain Temples
display a grand structure and beautiful
sculptures. There are 1444 pillars in the main
temple and no two are similar.
Lunch at Ranakapur.
Later continue your drive to Udaipur.
Surrounded by the Aravalli Range, Udaipur or
the ‘City of Lakes’ is an immensely popular
destination in Rajasthan. The placid lakes,
marble palaces, deeply revered temples
and immaculately laid out gardens bestow
an almost ethereal kind of beauty, while
the vibrant bazaars and markets ooze rustic
charm. The sunsets are a sight to behold
against the backdrop of the lakes and
stunning architecture of the city – Udaipur
truly justifies the sobriquet, ‘Venice of the
East’. Udaipur is not only a paradise for
souvenir shopping but also for its food which
combines the best of the East and West.

Lake Pichola, Udaipur

built in 1725 and houses ornately decorated
structures such as Dilkhush Mahal, Sheesh
Mahal, Moti Mahal, and the Palace of
Lord Krishna. The 4-km-long and 3-kmwide Pichola Lake beautifully reflects its
scenic locales. The Lake is surrounded by
hills, palaces, temples, bathing ghats and
embankments.

Upon arrival in Udaipur proceed for a sunset
boat cruise on Lake Pichola, a 4-km-long and
3-km-wide expanse of water, surrounded by
hills, palaces, temples, bathing ghats, and
embankments. Visit the island palace Jag
Niwas which is set beautifully in the lake.
• Dinner and overnight at hotel.
DAY 07 | UDAIPUR - PUSHKAR BY SURFACE
(APPROX. 280 KM/6 HRS)
Morning sightseeing tour.
Visit the City Palace. The City Palace was

Saheliyon-ki-Bari

Later visit the Jagdish Temple. The temple
was built in 1651 and is dedicated to Lord
Vishnu, the Preserver in the BrahmaVishnu-Siva trinity in Hinduism. Next visit
Saheliyon-ki-Bari, a large stunning garden
with lotus pools, marble pavilions, and
elephant- shaped fountains. These fountains
are fed by the waters of the Fateh Sagar Lake
gushing through special ducts. The gardens
are set below the embankment of the Fateh
Sagar Lake. This captivating place was built
as a leisure garden for the queen and her
attendants.
Lunch at local restaurant in Udaipur.
Later drive to Pushkar.

Pushkar

The tranquil city of Pushkar is one of the
oldest and holiest cities of India. The word
‘Pushkar’ means lotus flower, which is said
to be the seat of Brahma, the Creator in
the Brahma-Vishnu-Siva trinity in Hinduism.
The town encircles a holy lake, said to have
appeared when Brahma dropped a lotus
flower. With 52 bathing ghats and 400 milkyblue temples, the town hums with prayer
bells, chanting, and devotional songs. The
streets of Pushkar abound with small shops
selling a wide array of curios such as tie-dye
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Fatehpur Sikri

clothes, trinkets, and musical instruments.
Pushkar bursts into celebration during the
annual Camel Festival which is held here in
October/ November.
Upon arrival check in at the hotel.
• Dinner and overnight at hotel.
DAY 08 | PUSHKAR - JAIPUR BY SURFACE
(APPROX. 145 KM/3 HRS)
Morning take a sightseeing tour of the city.
Visit the Brahma Temple. Witness devotees
taking a dip in the holy waters of the Pushkar
Lake and offering prayers on its banks.
Also visit the Pushkar Fair site, which is right
opposite the Pushkar Lake.
Evening free for you to relax or to take a
walk to see the gorgeous Pushkar Lake and
colourful markets of Pushkar.
Later continue your drive to Jaipur.
Food fit for royalty, majestic historical
monuments, some fantastic shopping
experiences, and legendary Rajput
hospitality – Jaipur offers all this and a
lot more. The city’s centuries-old bazaars
entice with their marvellous traditional
textiles, superb handicrafts, and exquisite
gemstones. Jaipur is also called the ‘Pink
City’ because of its innumerable pink-hued
homes and buildings. At sunset, the mellow
golden rays bathe the pink façade in an
indescribably beautiful way.
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Evening enjoy Rickshaw Ride in the
colourful bazaars of Jaipur.
PATANGBAAZI (KITE FIGHTING) – OPTIONAL
TOUR AT EXTRA PAYMENT
Enjoy an evening of kite fighting at the
Chandani Terrace of Dera Mandawa. Hold
steadily to the sadda (uncoated thread) as
the manjha (thread coated with glass paste)
rips your opponent’s string. Should you
lose, blame the spool-wielding assistant...in
complete Indian tradition!
• Dinner and overnight at hotel.
DAY 09 | IN JAIPUR
This morning you will drive 11 km to the
outskirts of the city to visit Amer Fort, the
ancient capital of the erstwhile princely
State of Jaipur until 1728. Visit the Temple
of Kali, the Hall of Victory or Jai Mahal, and
Jagmandir. Perched on a hill, Amer Fort
houses halls of Public and Private Audience,
the Sheesh Mahal (hall of mirrors), and
several marble palaces that are superb
examples of ancient Rajput architecture.
The Temple of Amba (Mother Goddess), the
patron deity of the Royal family, is at the
entrance to the palace.
Later visit the City Palace. The former royal
residence is built in a blend of the Rajasthani
and Mughal styles of architecture and houses
a museum with an outstanding collection
of Rajasthani costumes and armoury of

the Mughals and Rajputs, including swords
of different shapes and sizes with ornate
handles. The art gallery here displays an
excellent collection of miniature paintings,
carpets, royal paraphernalia, and rare
astronomical works in Arabic, Persian, Latin
and Sanskrit.
Next visit Jantar Mantar. It is an astrological
and astronomical observatory built by
Maharaja Jai Singh in the 18th century and is
remarkable for its accuracy even in present
times!
MEET AN ASTROLOGER – (OPTIONAL TOUR
AT EXTRA SUPPLEMENT)
Meet a famous astrologer to find out what
the stars have in store for you and also learn
some of the secrets of this ancient science.
You can have your palm read or even get a
computer generated horoscope if you provide
your exact time and place of birth.
• Dinner and overnight at the hotel.
DAY 10 | JAIPUR-FATEHPUR SIKRI-AGRA (255
KM /5.5 HRS)
Morning checkout from hotel and drive to
Agra.
Stop briefly enroute at Fatehpur Sikri.
Fatehpur Sikri was once the capital of the
Mughal Empire. The city boasts some of the
magnificent monuments of the medieval
period. Mughal Emperor Akbar, made it the
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Taj Mahal

capital but the city was later abandoned due
to scarcity of water.
Continue your drive to Agra.
On arrival, check in at hotel.
The ethereal Taj Mahal is an ode to the love
of a man, the mightiest ruler of his times for
his wife, Mumtaz Mahal. Agra is synonymous
with the Taj Mahal, the most iconic symbol of
the rich history of the city which was once the
capital of the Mughal Empire.
Architectural accomplishments were
honed to perfection and showcased in the
enchanting craftsmanship of the Taj Mahal.
On arrival, proceed to visit Agra Fort. The
Agra Fort is among the finest examples of
the fusion architecture that dominated the
Mughal period. The assimilation of these
different styles accounts for the distinctive
structures within the fort. For instance,
the Jahangir Palace built by Akbar is the
most magnificent blend of Persian and local
styles whereas the Divan-e-Aam mixes the
subtleness of Turkish exteriors with the
complex pattern of Persian architecture.
• Dinner and overnight at the hotel.
DAY 11 | AGRA – DELHI BY SURFACE (205
KM / 3 ½ HOURS DRIVE)
At sunrise proceed to visit the majestic
marble edifice, Taj Mahal. The Mughal

Emperor Shah Jahan built the Taj Mahal
in memory of his beloved wife, Mumtaz
Mahal. Taj Mahal, the epitome of love and
romance, stands on the banks of the River
Yamuna. The architecture is considered
the finest specimen of the Mughal style of
architecture. It was inspired by different
styles of architecture including Persian,
Indian, and Turkish.
Return to hotel for breakfast and then drive
to Delhi.
Delhi encapsulates two very different
worlds, the ‘old’ and the ‘new’, each
presenting delightfully different experiences.
Rambunctious Old Delhi, the capital of
the Mughal Empire between the 17th
and the 19th centuries, is famed for its
magnificent mosques, monuments, forts,
and bazaars. New Delhi, the Imperial city,
was established by the British as the capital
of India. In 1911, Edwin Lutyens, the most
renowned English architect of the day,
was chosen to design New Delhi. The city
boasts stunning monuments that reflect
the glory of the Mughal, Turk, Persian, and
British rulers. Lutyens designed some of the
most striking landmarks, including a lovely
broad avenue lined with lavish neoclassical
creations and stately residences leading up
to the magnificent Presidential Palace and
Parliament buildings.

Upon reaching Delhi enjoy lunch at local
restruant.
Later visit the Qutub Minar. Built in red and
buff sandstone, Qutub Minar is the highest
tower in India. It has a diameter of 14.32 m at
the base and about 2.75 m on the top with a
height of 72.5 m.
Qutbu’d-Din Aibak laid the foundation of the
minar in 1199 CE for the use of the mu’ezzin
(crier) to give calls for prayer, and raised
the first storey, to which were added three
more storeys by his successor and son-inlaw, Shamsu’d-Din Iltutmish (1211-36 CE). All
the storeys are surrounded by a projected
balcony encircling the minar and supported
by stone brackets, which are decorated with
a honey-comb design, more conspicuously in
the first storey.
Later in time departure transfer to Delhi
Aiport to board your flight for onward
destination.
If you would like to know more details
and the applicable T&C, contact us at
corporate@lepasspagetoindia.com
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FIESTA

ON THE SUNLIT SANDS
Be happy for this moment.
This moment is your life.
– Omar Khayyam
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Festivals in India are all about colour,
gaiety, feasting, and occasionally, fasting.
The state of Rajasthan amply exemplifies
the lusty spirit of Indians during these
unique and fascinating celebrations. Here
is a glimpse of three of Rajasthan’s popular
festivals, each unique in its own way.

Pushkar Mela

The annual seven-day Pushkar Mela of
Rajasthan, essentially a camel-and-livestock
fair, held in the town of Pushkar between
the months of October and November, is of
international fame. It is one of the world's
largest camel fairs organised on the scale of a
carnival and draws thousands of tourists from
across the globe to this ancient tiny temple
town.
The Pushkar Mela is remarkable for being
a three-in-one festival – having three
different aspects to it, that of religion, rural
entertainment, and trade.
The fair, held in the grounds and dunes to the
northwest of the town, is marked by races,
games, and fireworks. The exhibition ground
nearby is the venue for giant wheels, a circus,
and eateries and shops.
Pushkar is also unique for its Brahma temple.
There are very few temples dedicated to
Brahma (the Creator in the Brahma-VishnuSiva trinity in Hinduism) in India, and Pushkar
is the most prominent amongst them.
Devotees first take a dip in the Pushkar
Lake and then visit the Brahma Temple. The
crowds at both places can be unimaginably
large; and in all likelihood you will find
yourself being propelled towards the
exhibition ground. The lane to the ground
is lined with makeshift shops and the air
reverberates with sounds of revelry. Music
blares from the circus; young boys dance in
drag; and the aroma of earthy spices gently
wafts out of the dhabas (roadside restaurants
serving local food, often seen on highways),
enticing you to stop and grab a bite.
Moving past the village fair, one climbs over
small dunes of sand to reach the cattle fair
– horses, camels, and cows as far as the eye
can reach. Scenes of mendicants playing the
ravanahatha (an ancient bowed, stringed
instrument played by bards and minstrels of
Rajasthan); women and girls doing a dance;
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folk singers singing in mellifluous voices – all
these greet you. Interesting competitions
such as the ‘matka phod’ (breaking the pot),
‘longest moustache’ and ‘bridal competition’
are the main draws at the fair.
The camels however are the stars of the
show. The camels range from the old and the
young, male and female, the undecorated
and the bedecked. You can choose between

riding on camelback (which can be a daunting
experience for the uninitiated) or in a camel
cart! Of course you could always buy a camel
but, are you ready to ride back on it?! If
camels don’t grab your fancy, you can get
ornate swords, carved bamboo walkingsticks and staffs, jootis (traditional Rajasthani
footwear), ravanahatha, etc.

celebrate

Nagaur Sufi
Festival
Nagaur in central Rajasthan was founded in
the 4th century BCE. Its historical significance
derives from its geographical location along
ancient trade and invasion routes at the
edge of the Thar Desert. Nagaur was also an
ancient seat where Sufism flourished.
In continuation with its Sufi heritage is
celebrated the World Sufi Spirit Festival in
the gorgeous Ahichhatragarh Fort at Nagaur
every year. The 12th-century fort is a classic
example of Rajput-Mughal architecture.
The Fort was restored in recent years by the
Maharaja of Jodhpur's Mehrangarh Museum
Trust, which hosts the Festival.
In February, musicians, dancers, and poets
from across India as well as North Africa, the
Middle East, and Central Asia gather here to
celebrate their traditions.
During the day, the royal pavilions, gardens,
and palaces are yours to explore at leisure.
In the evenings, thousands of flickering oil

lamps illuminate the ancient ramparts of the
Fort, transporting one to a magical world
of enchantment. The Fort's palaces and
courtyards come alive with soulful Sufi music,
poetry and dance, and whirling dervishes, all
making for a heady brew for the senses.
It may be mentioned here that the Sufi music
festival held in the majestic Mehrangarh Fort

Jaipur
Literature
Festival

in Jodhpur, the ancient capital of the Marwar
kingdom, is a continuation of the one hosted
in Nagaur.
The Sufi Festival at Nagaur/Jodhpur is
not only spiritually uplifting but is also an
enriching physical experience – that of
exploring old-world forts and palaces, the
surprises of the desert, and its unique cuisine.

Jaipur’s biggest attractions no doubt are its
old forts, palaces, and bazaars. But in presentday Jaipur, there is yet another major draw
every year. Come January, authors, scholars,
artists, and lovers of literature gather at its
Lit Fest (the Jaipur Literature Festival) in
huge numbers from across India and the
globe. There are exciting book readings, talks
by authors, and lively discussions around
their books throughout the five-day literary
extravaganza.
The Festival provides a significant platform for
the free expression of ideas by a cross-section
of the country’s noted writers and others
including those from the world of academics,
politics, business, sports, films, etc. It takes
place in the elegant Diggi Palace, located in
the heart of Jaipur. Diggi Palace was built in
1860 by Pratap Singh Ji Diggi of the erstwhile
ruling family of Diggi principality. In 1991, the
palace was converted into a heritage hotel
and is famous today for hosting the Jaipur
Literature Fest.
Rajasthan is, as you can see, is a manysplendoured land, offering you a kaleidoscope
of scenes, sensations, and memories. Pack
your bags now, and ‘ho’ for Rajasthan!
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THE CUISINE OF RAJASTHAN
-AN UNFORGETTABLE
REPAST ON THE
SANDS
Food is everything we are. It’s an extension
of nationalist feeling, ethnic feeling, your
personal history, your province, your region,
your tribe, your grandma. It’s inseparable from
those from the get-go.
– Anthony Bourdain

R

ajasthan has long been a prime
destination for tourists and
travellers visiting India, and
the subject of many travelogues and
celebrated images. With its brilliant
colours, stark and stunning landscapes,
spectacular architecture, and rich
history, the state is a dazzling tapestry
of unforgettable experiences.
The cuisine of Rajasthan reflects the
ingenuity of its people who have made
their homes in this largely arid land
for centuries. Rajasthani food offers a
whole range of innovative dishes that
were created to get around the paucity
of water, and therefore, of vegetables. It
naturally falls back on ingredients such
as dried lentils, beans, berries, legumes,
milk, yoghurt, and buttermilk. The
staple grains of Rajasthan are the hardy
millet, wheat, and gram.

Rajasthani Thali

Spices (such as tamarind, coriander,
cumin, sesame, turmeric, ginger, garlic,
cardamom, carom seeds, amchoor
(dried mango powder), cinnamon,
nigella seeds, aniseed, cloves,
asafoetida, dried fenugreek) which grow
well even in arid soil are widely used,
along with oil and red chillies, which
not only help preserve the food but

also reduce the need for water which is
a much-valued commodity in a desert
economy.
The hunting expeditions and the
ongoing battles waged in olden times,
as also travels for purposes of trade
required the menfolk to stay away
from home for long periods. The food
therefore had necessarily to have a long
shelf life without requiring any heating.
Interestingly, Rajasthani cuisine
has remained almost unchanged to
this day, notwithstanding extensive
communication and trade between
the Rajput kings and the Mughal
emperors. Mughal influence on
Rajasthani architecture, perhaps even
attire and customs, was obvious.
However, Mughlai cuisine, despite
its overwhelming popularity, could
never truly influence the cooking
traditions of this glorious desert state.
Mughlai cuisine resorts to lavish use of
ingredients not easily available in an
arid desert region such as Rajasthan.
The few visible influences in Rajasthani
food may be seen in certain varieties of
pulao and, for instance, in the barbecue
grilling technique used for making
kebabs.
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Pyaaz ki kachori
Dal baati churma
This is Rajasthan’s famed dish. Baati is
tough, unleavened bread prepared in the
desert regions of Rajasthan. Baati is a
particular favourite for its long shelf life.
Besides, it requires very little water for
its preparation. It is always accompanied
by dal (lentil curry). Churma is a coarsely
ground wheat mixture crushed and
cooked in ghee (clarified butter) and
jaggery or sugar.

The ubiquitous kachori is a fried savoury
or sweet pastry stuffed with various
ingredients. The pyaaz (onion) ki kachori,
known to have originated in Jodhpur, is
enjoyed as a breakfast snack. The flaky,
deep-fried snack is made from white
flour and a filling of a pungent mixture –
onion and spices such as fennel, cumin,
turmeric, and chilli powder. Generally,
these mouth-watering kachoris are
served with two chutneys, one of
coriander and mint, and the other of
date and tamarind.

Laal maans
Rajasthan’s most famous non-vegetarian
dish is laal maans, meaning ‘red meat’,
and gets its name for its blazing red
colour. Traditionally, the meat would
be prepared using wild boar or deer.
Today, it is a marinated spice-infused rich
mutton curry cooked on simmering low
heat, in a fiery gravy sauce of red chillies,
garlic paste, sliced onions, and yoghurt.
And hence its redness!

Gatte ki sabzi
Gatte ki sabzi is made with gram flour
dumplings (steamed and lightly fried)
and a tangy gravy of tomato, buttermilk,
and spices. By and large, Rajasthani fare
is vegetarian. Traditionally, almost all
ethnic groups in Rajasthan abstained
from meat-eating. Their diet relied
mainly upon local produce and on dairy
products for cooking. For the nonvegetarians, the prime source of meat
was actually game meat, as shikaar, or
hunting, was a popular pastime of the
Rajputs, and the prerogative of those of
them with royal blood.
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Ker saangri
One of the all-time favourites in
Rajasthan, ker saangri is made using ker,
a wild berry that has a tangy and peppery
flavour, and saangri, a type of long bean
that grows abundantly in the desert
regions of Jaisalmer and Barmer. During
seasons of drought, when little else is
available, Saangri is what sustains the
people, as it is 53-per-cent protein. Ker
sangri is cooked with buttermilk or water.
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Ghevar
A special dessert treat from the deserts
of Rajasthan!
Ghevar is a Jaipur specialty, disc-like in
appearance, with an unusual texture,
like that of a honeycomb. It is made from
all-purpose flour, ghee, and milk, and
soaked in sugar syrup, garnished with the
perfect finish – sliced almonds, saffron
soaked in milk, and cardamom powder.
Come then on winged feet! Enjoy sunny
Rajasthan! Savour the flavours of a land
extraordinary!

Baajre ki roti with
lahsun ki chutney
Baajra is black millet flour and immensely
enjoyed all over Rajasthan. In villages,
thickly rolled baajra rotis are cooked
over cow-dung cakes, which lends the
rotis a smoky flavour. The rotis are a
great accompaniment to vegetable
or other preparations on a Rajasthani
menu. Baajra roti is usually served along
with lasun ki chutney, a garlic dip made
from garlic, red-chilli powder, lime juice,
jaggery, and homemade ghee.

Spices
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GUESS WHO’S IN THE DESERT…….
NATIONAL PARK
Jackson Bentley: What is it, Major Lawrence, that
attracts you personally to the desert?
T.E. Lawrence: It’s clean.
– From Lawrence of Arabia

The State of Rajasthan, ‘Abode of Kings’, is
famous for its rich culture, distinct heritage,
and beautiful art, and attracts tourists from
all over the world. But few know that the
state is also home to wonderful wildlife
including some endemic and rare species. A
major part of the state is covered by desert
land. This desert is called the Thar Desert,
and is the smallest desert in the world.
Despite its modest dimensions, the Thar is
thickly populated. It occupies nine per cent
of the total geographic area of India and
around 208,751 sq. km. in Rajasthan State.
Its location at the crossing of the Palearctic,
Oriental, and Sahara regions is the reason it
harbours great biodiversity.
To protect the unique biodiversity of this
region the state government declared an area
of around 3162 sq. km. as a wildlife sanctuary
in 1984 and later as a national park, in 1992.
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Educated and trained as a wildlife biologist,
Vibhav brings with him 12 years of
experience in the field– five years of which he
spent studying the various aspects of wildlife
and ecology in different national parks and
wildlife sanctuaries. At Le Passage, Vibhav
designs various wildlife programs and also
accompanies clients on tours. He can be
contacted at
vibhav@indian-escape.in
VIBHAV SRIVASTAVA
About twenty per cent of the Desert National
Park’s area is composed of extensive sand
dunes. Craggy rocks and salt lakes are another
interesting feature of the park. The park is
best accessed from Jaisalmer which is 47.2
km from the park and has the nearest airport
and railway station. A proposal was submitted
in 2009 to declare the park a Natural World
Heritage Site for its uncommon diversity.

Chinkara (Indian Gazelle)

The Desert NP is one of the most important
sites for the conservation of the Great Indian
Bustard (a critically endangered species),
one of the largest flying birds. The park is a
haven for both migratory and resident birds
of the landscape. Several buzzards, eagles,
falcons, harriers, kestrels, and vultures are
spotted here. Tawny eagles, Short-toed
eagles, laggar falcons, spotted eagles, and
kestrels are the most common among these.
Sand grouse are spotted near small water
bodies. Among other species of interest are
MacQueen's bustard, Greater hoopoe lark,
Cream Coloured Courser, and six species of

EYE on India

vultures including the critically endangered
Red-headed or king Vulture. The park is also
important for the White-Browed Bushchat.
There are some records of Green Munia as
well.

the Indian fox, are major natural predators.
The Indian Desert cat is also found in some
areas. The Desert hare and the long-eared
hedgehog are among the smaller mammals of
the region.

The Desert NP holds the typical desert flora
and fauna of the Indian Thar Desert, which
is part of the much larger Saharo-Sindian
Desert.

A very interesting species of skink, called
Desert Skink or Sandfish, is also found here as
it swims or burrows through sand down to a
depth of thirty centimetres. There are over 43
species of reptiles including the Spiny-tailed
lizard, Russell’s viper, Saw-Scaled viper, and
the Bengal Monitor.

Chinkara or the Indian Gazelle is the most
common mammal of the region; blue bull
and wild pig are the major herbivores. The
Golden Jackal, Desert Fox, and in some areas

huge fossil remnants of tree trunks of
trees such as pine, deodar, and redwood. It
indicates a lush green forest that thrived 180
million years ago. The fossil park has been
declared a National Geological Monument
of India. Fossils and footprints of pterosaurs
have been found in the area nearby.

Nearby, the Akal Woods Fossil Park holds
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SUJÁN JAWAI
-WHERE THE HEART LEAPS WITH THE LEOPARD
Here with a Loaf of Bread beneath the Bough,
A Flask of Wine, a Book of Verse – and Thou
Beside me singing in the Wilderness – And Wilderness is Paradise enow.
– Rubáiyát of Omar Khayyám
At the heart of an untrammelled wilderness, where leopards roam wild and free, is SUJÁN’s JAWAI. Designed
by the owners, Anjali and Jaisal Singh, JAWAI represents a style that blends subtle opulence with abundant
adventure. Staying true to their goals for conservation without compromising on comfort, the SUJÁN JAWAI
camp has ‘9 luxurious tents including one royal suite’, each with ample space and privacy amidst a landscape of
towering granite formations, caves, rare scrub species, and winding sand riverbeds.
The vibrant Rabari herdsmen who have shared this land with the indigenous wildlife for centuries endorse
SUJÁN’s committed endeavour to keep alive this organic link between local culture and wildlife. SUJÁN is proud
and delighted to share the fruits of their labour of love with guests at JAWAI.
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Each luxury tent reflects the creative vision
of JAWAI – made with canvas, stainless steel,
and leather accoutrements. Each of them is
designed to have its own private verandah,
a smart and efficient suite bathroom, and is
equipped with a writing desk and a seating
area that offers spectacular views of the stark
wilderness all around. The use of local stone
and stainless steel brings an understated
elegance to the camp.

STAY
LUXURY TENTS

THE STYLE
The camp is inspired by the granite hills of the
region and embraces a contemporary style.
Originally based on the idea of a movable
camp, and with a light footprint, JAWAI is in
harmony with its delicate ecosystem. The
union of metal and canvas against a muted
palette of grey, black, and white forms the
backbone of the design for the tents.

JAWAI has eight spacious luxury tents, each of
its double tent with a private sit- out, and its
suite bathrooms with powerful hot showers.
The spacious white tents are hand-stitched,
dotted with red throws and pillows, a nod
to the signature turban of the local Rabari
nomadic herders. Enjoy the views and peace
from the stillness of your verandah.

ROYAL TENTED
SUITE
JAWAI’s Royal Tented Suite is our latest
addition, redefining luxury in the wilderness.
It has the luxury of a private heated
swimming pool, a private butler, a private
jeep for wilderness game drives, and
spectacular views of JAWAI’s dramatic, granite
hills. It is privacy all the way for you!

DINING AND
CUISINE
Mealtimes at JAWAI follow the rhythm of
safari drives and excursions, with no ‘set
time’ for guests’ lunch and dinner. Our stylish
dining tent offers breathtaking views of
the hills. Enjoy delicious buffet-style salads
and fresh pasta or fish procured from local
fishermen, cooked right in front of you in
our live kitchen. Dinners around the Boma
(campfire) are a time for sharing tales from
the day of exciting explorations.

Anjali and Jaisal Singh designed the 1930s
industrial-style tubular brushed steel
furniture that comprises accessories sourced
mainly from the India-based international
designer Michael Aram’s Botanical Leaf
Collection. Since much of Aram’s work is
inspired by nature, it would seem to be the
perfect collaboration.
The colours interiors are carefully
coordinated. A splash of scarlet red, inspired
by the colour of the Rabari turban, is set off
by the monochrome black-and-white.
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WELLNESS AND
YOGA
An idyllic location and stunning vistas make
the Spa at JAWAI a perfect spot to unwind,
relax, and heal yourself from within. A range
of therapies is available for you to choose
from. Whatever your choice, rest assured you
will feel invigorated and revitalised. Yoga and
wellness excursions at select remote locations
in the wilderness are also on offer if booked
in advance.

JAWAI BANDH
(DAM)
The waters of the JAWAI Bandh lap at the
mighty granite of the dam. This is where
flamingos flock and cranes in their hundreds
dance to springtime sounds. Here the hills
eclipse the moon, only to soon capture its
glow suddenly in their gorges. The elusive big
cats that wander these hills vanish at will into
their folds, where pastoral fields merge with
wild grasslands.

JAWAI guests can also enjoy access to unique
and secluded locations for private dining.
Meals are created using home-grown produce
from our own kitchen garden or fresh-farmed
ingredients sourced from local farmers.
What could be more dramatic than a granite
kopje, which serves as a private dining room
overlooking the expanse of the wilderness?
Breakfasts in the bush and picnics in the wild,
luncheons by the lakes and mouth-watering
dinners under constellations of an unending
sky, make for stunning options.

EXPERIENCES
JAWAI is the new frontier, opening up a truly
experiential way to travel. A rich reward of
sights and sensations awaits you on arrival in
this land of mystery, adventure, and antiquity.
JAWAI is situated in the region of Mewar and
Marwar which were once mighty princely
kingdoms of Rajasthan. JAWAI aims at reinvoking the lost splendour of a once-glorious
past.
JAWAI is the home of the leopard, the
ultimate showstopper that captivates guests
both at camp and on safari. Embark on a
drive accompanied by your tracker-guide in
a customised 4x4. Alternatively, choose any
other excursion or activity from those on offer.
What’s in store at camp?
Wilderness Drives, Nature Trail And
Twitching, Jawai By Cycle, Temple Trail
And Rural Excursion, Shepherd's Stroll,
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JAWAI’s exclusive location provides for an
entirely different experience from that of the
rest of Rajasthan. The area affords reasonably
comfortable access to the Kumbhalgarh Fort,
a UNESCO World Heritage Site. The sculpted
temples at Ranakpur are only an hour’s drive
away from camp. Two of Rajasthan’s most
visited destinations, Udaipur and Jodhpur, are
equidistant from JAWAI and easily reached
by car.
Adventure Hikes And Treks, Junior Ranger,
Jawai Culinaire, Ranger Diaries, Traditional
Wellness And Fitness, Festivals At Jawai
(Seasonal)

In the midst of this incredible landscape that
combines human endeavour and nature's
plenty, lies JAWAI – as distinctive as the land
itself.
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Explore the REALMS OF MINDFULNESS with

And reconnect with yourself amidst the majestic Sahyadris

Dharana integrates the essential philosophical, spiritual and artistic wisdom of past civilizations
with contemporary, life enhancing practices and modern diagnostics; paving the way towards a
wholesome holistic and preventive healing experience. The wellness programmes starting from
five nights are designed to correct your Lifestyle, increase metabolism, detoxify, de-stress
and help you manage weight.
Holistic Wellness
Centre Award 2019

Top 50 spas in
the world 2018

Best destination
spa 2018

For more information / bookings, visit: www.Shillim.in

